Friends,
If we are going to win the Governor’s office, we need to pick a candidate today who can win in
November and help advance President Trump’s agenda.
That's why I'm asking for your vote tonight.
We need to be Stronger
No more promises about fighting hard and then campaigning soft. We've seen how that ends with a liberal DFL Governor. Our candidate must compete hard, on offense, starting now.
From the beginning I have delivered a bold conservative message that is strong on the side of
the people of Minnesota. On their behalf, we will take the battle to our opponents. I will
campaign to win.
We need Results
No more canned speeches, no more endlessly describing the problems. Voters have no time for
it. They're demanding results, not excuses, which is why they voted for Donald Trump.
As a business person I lived by results. As a political outsider entering the legislature, I led with
bold reforms. And it took tough decisions as State Party Chair to rebuild while cutting the
budget 50% and debt by over 60%. That's how I'll lead as Governor - count on it.
We need a Winner
Business as usual won't win. Trump proved that. Winning requires a robust statewide
campaign, a bold and winning message, and strong leadership for our entire ticket. And that is
not easy.
Leading the State Party's turnaround for four years wasn't easy either, but we started winning
again. I have won in a true battleground district, and I know the State. With passion,
organization, and a winning message: to Make Minnesota Work for Everyone, we will carry the
day across Minnesota.
That’s why I’m asking for your support for Governor. Join the cause, and together we will win
in 2018!
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